In this decade, many works have been made to show that the stable pulse-like waves which are called solitons play an important role in the development of onedimensional nonlinear wave phenomena.1l Several attempts have been proposed to describe nonlinear wave system as .a superposition of solitons.2l,Sl The success of these attempts is dependent upon whether the soliton concerned is fully stable. It is known that the soliton is stable against a one-dimensional disturbance along the wave propagation. 4 l The two-dimensional stability has been studied by Kadomtsev and Petviashvili for a system which the Korteweg-de Vries equation applies. 5 l Zakharov has treated the twocdimensional stability of envelope solitons which display a remarkable property of permanence in a self-modulation process of nonlinear plane wave and has pointed out, by using a variational method, the possibility that envelope solitons can be unstable. 6 l In this paper we apply the reductive perturbation method to the two-dimensional stability problem and present a result more detailed than Zakharov's.
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The complex envelope, ¢, of a selfmodulated plane wave propagating along the x-axis in a nonlinear· dispersive medill.m is described by a nonlinear Schrodinger equation/) ir/Jt+ ().'/2)¢u+ ()./2ko)l7 .t 2 r/J+rl¢! 2 ¢=0, (1) where the subscripts denote partial differentiations, k0 the wavenumber of carrier wave, ). the grotrp velocity, ).' its derivative· 
When r).'>O, Eq. (1) has an envelope soliton solution vanishing at infinity:
. Xexp{irA2tl2-i (P /2).') t+iVt; I).'}. 
Xexp(iB+iev~jJ..'), (3) Bt=r N /2-e 2 v 2 / (2J..'), ~o,t=v, , (5), setting and solving the sequence of equations corresponding to the successive powers of e.
A=A0 +ea(r,p), v=v(r,p),
In the lowest order, we have
where ?J=A(~-e~0).
Provided rJ..'>O, this equation has a soliton solution vanishing at infinity, i.e.,
which is equivalent to Sv with V =0
(compare with Eq. (2)). Dividing g1 into the real and imaginary parts, g1=R+il, we get, in the order r;; 3 1 2 ,
We now impose that R and I are bounded at ~= ± oo. Equation (9) 
It is noted that Eqs. (11) and (12) are nothing but the condition for the boundedness of R and I at ~ = ± oo.
Equations (11) and (12) 
